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Abstract

Structural estimation of macroeconomic models and new HANK-type models with ex-
tremely high dimensionality require fast and robust methods to efficiently deal with
occasionally binding constraints (OBCs). This paper proposes a novel algorithm that
solves for the perfect foresight path of piecewise-linear dynamic models. In terms of
computation speed, the method outperforms its competitors by more than three orders
of magnitude. I develop a closed-form solution for the full trajectory given the expected
duration of the constraint. This allows to quickly iterate and validate guesses on the
expected duration until a perfect-foresight equilibrium is found. A toolbox, featuring an
efficient implementation, a model parser and various econometric tools, is provided in
the Python programming language. Benchmarking results show that for medium-scale
models with an occasionally binding interest rate lower bound, more than 150,000 peri-
ods can be simulated per second. Even simulating large HANK-type models with almost
1000 endogenous variables requires only 0.2 milliseconds per period.

Keywords: Occasionally Binding Constraints, Effective Lower Bound, Computational
Methods
JEL: E63, C63, E58, E32

1 Introduction

Occasionally binding constraints have become an important part of economic mod-
elling, especially since major central banks have seen themselves constrained by the zero
lower bound (ZLB) of the nominal interest rate. A binding ZLB constraint poses a major
problem for quantitative analysis and the estimation of macroeconomic models: conven-
tional, purely linear solution methods are unable to handle nonlinearities such as the
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ZLB, and existing alternatives tend to be computationally demanding. The urge to in-
vestigate macroeconomic questions related to the Great Recession or the Covid-19 crisis
in a quantitative-structural framework requires algorithms that are not only accurate,
but that are also fast and computationally efficient.

Efficient and fast methods for occasionally binding constraints (OBCs) are partic-
ularly important for two applications: first, the Bayesian estimation of macroeconomic
models, and, secondly, model with extremely high dimensional state spaces, such as novel
heterogeneous agents models. The ZLB in the US was binding from 2008-2015 and from
2020 - early 2022. This calls for methods that are fast enough to explicitly account for
endogenously binding ZLB to include the recent data during the estimation process. Fur-
ther, a growing and promising literature is developing large-scale New Keynesian models
that feature heterogeneous agents and a large number of idiosyncratic states (HANK
models, see e.g. Reiter, 2009; Kaplan et al., 2018; Bayer et al., 2020). While it is possible
to solve linear approximations of these models, researchers naturally wish to also con-
sider aggregate OBCs such as the ZLB in this framework. However, the fact that these
models can easily have 1000 dimensions and simply overburdens the currently available
methods.

This paper aims to fill this gap, and at the same time seeks to significantly expand
the range of possible applications of models with OBCs. Given any dynamic general
equilibrium model with one or several OBCs, I develop a closed-form, non-recursive state-
space representation for the complete expected trajectory of the endogenous variables as
a function of the expected duration at the ZLB (the “ZLB spell duration”). This solution
is based on a piecewise-linear approximation of the original model. I then provide the
necessary conditions of a perfect foresight equilibrium for a set of ZLB spell durations
given the state of the economy. Given these two ingredients, perfect foresight equilibria
can be found via a simple iterative scheme.

Computational advantage also depends on the efficient implementation of the algo-
rithm. A reference implementation of the proposed solution method, together with a
parser and related econometric tools, is implemented in the Pydsge package. The pack-
age is freely available and actively developed on GitHub.1 The implementation is
written in the free and open-source programming language Python and, similar as the
Dynare package (Adjemian et al., 2011), presents a complete toolbox which allows to
simulate, filter and estimate generic DSGE models.

The massive gain in computational efficiency hence stems from four elements: first,
using the closed-form solution together with the equilibrium conditions allows to check
for a model equilibrium instantaneously instead of having to simulate the complete antic-
ipated trajectory for a given ZLB spell. This makes the guess-and-verify step extremely
fast. Second, I only focus on equilibria with a single spell duration. While this rules
out equilibria where the constraint, in expectations, binds more than once, it reduces the
search-domain considerably. Third, the closed form solution allows for efficient decompo-
sition of input matrices, which significantly reduces the time to preprocess the matrices.
Lastly, the implementation in Python allows for just in time compilation which brings it
on the same level with C or Fortran in terms of execution speed.

The method presented here can be seen as complementary to the method of Holden
(2016, forthcoming). In particular, for applications where high computation speed is not

1See https://github.com/gboehl/pydsge.
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crucial, their method has a number of advantages. First, for a given initial condition they
can provide all possible equilibria (up to a given horizon), i.e. all feasible sets of durations
of the constraint. Importantly, this may also include equilibria where the constraint in
anticipation binds more than once, i.e. agents anticipate that the constraint is binding
until period 7 and then again in period 9. In contrast, those equilibria are ruled out by
the method suggested here, which may imply limitations on the types of models that
can be solved.2 Additionally, Holden (forthcoming) is also able to provide existence and
uniqueness results for models with OBCs. In contrast, whenever the method presented
here is unable to find an equilibrium, it remains silent on the reasons why. While these
limitations relative to Holden (2016) may be severe for some applications, the speed
advantage of my algorithm may be essential for other applications.

Other solution concepts for DSGE models with OBCs exist.3 Another algorithm
that is currently in frequent use is named OccBin, which was introduced in Guerrieri and
Iacoviello (2015). The authors propose a recursive representation of the solution given
the state of the economy and a set of spell durations. They propose a Newton-like method
to iteratively find the set of spell durations. The relatively high computational costs of
their approach stems from the fact that for each guess of the spell durations, the Newton-
like method requires the complete simulation of the anticipated trajectory. This requires
repeated matrix inversions at runtime, which are computationally expensive. While my
method shares some features with their algorithm it has a considerable advantage in
terms of computation speed and, hence, is also well suited for parameter inference as
well as for very high dimensional models.

I provide speed benchmarks of Pydsge for two applications, both featuring an origi-
nally linear model that is extended by an endogenously binding ZLB: I first run bench-
marks using a standard medium-scale New-Keynesian model as in Smets and Wouters
(2007) and then using the linearized HANK model of Bayer et al. (2020). For the medium
scale model, my method performs one evaluation of a state vector in less than seven mi-
croseconds ( 7

1000 ms) or more than 170,000 evaluations per second. For the HANK-type
model with almost 1000 endogenous variables these are still about 0.2 ms per evaluation
or 4000 evaluations per second. In comparison, OccBin takes a bit more than 0.005 sec-
onds per evaluation, corresponding to 150 evaluations per second. This implies a speed
advantage of the method presented here by a factor of 1500. Since the results obtained
from the method presented here is, given uniqueness, identical to that of OccBin, I refer
to Guerrieri and Iacoviello (2015) for a comparison with other, fully nonlinear methods
such as policy function iteration as used e.g. by Atkinson et al. (2019) or Gust et al.
(2017).4

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 develops the solution method
and discusses details regarding the implementation. In Section 3 I provide speed bench-
marks. Section 4 concludes.

2The benchmarking exercise in Section 3 suggests that for an estimated medium-scale model, ZLB
spells where the ZLB binds more than once in expectations do not occur in practice. Yet, this may not
be true for all models or for different forms of OBCs.

3Early work with nonlinear models also includes e.g. Coenen and Wieland (2003, 2004); Coenen et al.
(2004).

4The use of fully nonlinear methods has, next to the benefit of an exact transmission of the model
equations, the advantage of not ignoring aggregate uncertainty in the agents decision functions.
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2 Method

The large speedup of the method provided here comes from levering the closed-form
solution for the anticipated trajectory of the constrained variable. This solution is pre-
sented in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 then presents the necessary conditions for this antici-
pated trajectory to be an equilibrium, which can be used in the context of an iterative
method. Before that, I will start out by providing some prerequisites.

2.1 Prerequisites

Assume a linear rational expectations model that is subject to j = 1, 2, . . . , nc OBCs
of the form

rj,t = max {ajyt+1 + bjyt + cjyt−1, r̄j} . (1)

Inspired by Uhlig et al. (1995); Binder and Pesaran (1995); Villemot et al. (2011), the
linearized first order conditions5 of this system can be represented as

Et

Azt+1 +Bzt + Czt−1 +Dϵt +

nc∑
j

hj max {ajzt+1 + bjzt + cjzt−1 + djϵt, r̄j}

 = 0,

(2)
where zt is the n-dimensional vector of all model variables and ϵt the nϵ-dimensional
vector of iid. exogenous shocks. A, B and C are generic n× n system matrices whereas,
D is a n× nϵ matrix. Equation (2) can elegantly be reduced to

Et

Ayt+1 +Byt + Cyt−1 +

nc∑
j

hj max {ajyt+1 + bjyt + cjyt−1, r̄j}

 = 0, (3)

with yt = (zt, ϵt+1), A =

[
A 0
0 0

]
, B =

[
B 0
0 I

]
, C =

[
C D
0 0

]
and aj = (aj , 0), bj =

(bj , 0), cj = (cj , dj), hj = (hj , 0) for each constraint j. Each constrained variable rj,t∀j ∈
1, 2, · · · , nc is subject to an occasionally binding constraint represented by a set of vectors
{aj , bj , cj} and a minimum value of rj,t denoted r̄j . hj ∈ Rn contains the coefficients of
rj,t in each equation of the linear system.

Denote the system in which all constraints are slack (the unconstrained system) as

Âyt+1 + B̂yt + Ĉyt−1 = 0, (4)

5See e.g. Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2004) for pertubation methods to obtain a linear representation
from the nonlinear model.
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with

Â = A+

nc∑
j

hjaj , (5)

B̂ = B +

nc∑
j

hjbj , (6)

Ĉ = C +

nc∑
j

hjcj , (7)

which means, e.g., that the unconstrained matrix B̂ for contemporary variables yt is the
matrix B of the system in which all constraints bind plus a correction matrices for each
rj,t, which contains the endogenous responses of rj,t if constraint j is slack.

Let me borrow the Assumptions 1 and 2 from Holden (2016) and Rendahl (2017)
which maintain the existence and uniqueness of a solution for the unconstrained linear
system.

Assumption 1. For any given y0 ∈ Rn, Equation (4) has a unique solution, which
takes the form yt = Fyt−1 for t ∈ N+, where F = −(B̂ + ÂF )−1Ĉ, and where all the
eigenvalues of F are weakly inside the unit circle.

Assume further, to imply that all the eigenvalues of F are strictly inside the unit
circle, that:

Assumption 2.

det
(
Â+ B̂ + Ĉ

)
̸= 0. (8)

Lastly, we are solving the model under perfect foresight :

Assumption 3. Agents expect all shock innovations after time-t to be zero

This implies that the expectations operator Et can be omitted in the following, as all
uncertainty is resolved after t.

2.2 A closed-form representation conditional on the spell duration

Equation (3) can be cast in the form (see e.g. Klein (2000) or Villemot et al. (2011)):6

Pxt+1 =Mxt +

nc∑
j

hj max {pjxt+1 +mjxt, r̄j} , (10)

with xt =

[
st−1

ct

]
, where ct are the forward looking variables (controls) and st−1 are

the states updated by the time-t shocks as above. Each OBC now reads as rj,t =
max {pjxt+1 +mjxt, r̄j}.

6The fundamental idea is that

Ayt+1 +Byt + Cyt−1 = 0 ⇔
[
A B
0 I

] [
yt+1

yt

]
+

[
0 C
−I 0

] [
yt

yt−1

]
= 0. (9)
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Analog to equations (5)-(7), denote the system in which all constraints are slack (the
unconstrained system) as

P̂ xt+1 = M̂xt, (11)

with

P̂ =

P +

nc∑
j

hjpj

 and M̂ =

M +

nc∑
j

hjmj

 , (12)

which are again the system matrices of the constraint system plus the sum of correction
matrices for the endogenous responses.

To fix ideas, let us focus on the case with only one constraint, the latter being given
by (h0, p0,m0). The generalization to many occasionally binding constraints is then
straightforward and left to the reader. Assume further that P and P̂ are invertible. The
more general case where this is not satisfied is presented in Appendix A.

Under this assumption, System (10) can be rewritten as

xt+1 =


Ĝxt if p0xt+1 +m0xt − r̄ ≥ 0

Gxt+q0r̄ if p0xt+1 +m0xt − r̄ < 0,

(13)

with Ĝ = P̂−1M̂ , G = P−1M and q0 = P−1h0. If the constraint is slack the upper case
holds with xt+1 = Ĝxt, otherwise the lower case holds.

To simplify notation, let me first assume that if the constraint binds, it always binds
already in the current period t (hence there is no transition to the constraint). Let kt
be the expected duration of the spell to the constraint in period t. Denote a rational
expectations solution to (10) given kt and the state variables st−1 as the function λ such
that

ct = λ(kt, st−1). (14)

In slight abuse of notation, I will occasionally use k and λ(k) as shorthand where the
states st−1 and the time-t subscripts are understood.

For the unconstrained system Ĝ, the controls ct can be found using familiar methods
like the QZ-decomposition as suggested by Klein (2000). Denote this (linear) solution
for ct by the matrix Ω:7

ct = Ωst−1 if p0xt+1 +m0xt > r̄ (15)

For Ψ =
[
−Ω I

]
, Equation (15) implies that

Ψ

[
st+k

ct+k+1

]
= 0 if p0xt+k+1 +m0xt+k ≥ r̄, (16)

i.e. this must hold for every future period t + k in which the system is expected to be
unconstrained.

7Note that Ω and F are closely related: while F is the solution in variables space (mapping yt−1 to
yt), Ω is the solution of controls in terms of states (mapping st−1 to ct). This means that Ω can be
recovered from F and vice versa.
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Now assume that the constraint binds at time t and will continue to do so until period
t+ k. Iterating the bottom part of System (13) k periods forward yields[

st+k−1

ct+k

]
= Gkxt + (I −G)−1(I −Gk)q0r̄, (17)

where Gk denotes the matrix power and (I −G)−1(I −Gk) =
∑k−1

i=0 G
i comes from the

transformation for a geometric series of matrices. Finally, we can combine Equations
(16) and (17) to find λ, i.e. a solution of the controls ct in terms of the state variables
st−1 given k:

λ(k, st−1) =

(
ct : ΨG

k

[
st−1

ct

]
= −Ψ(I −G)−1(I −Gk)q0r̄

)
. (18)

Since q0 is a vector of constants, the whole RHS of Equation (18) is known and solving for
ct is straightforward. In other words, Equation (18) transmits the impulse of the initial
conditions forwards through the states. At the terminal date t + k, the controls are
implied by the standard infinite horizon solution. These states can then be backwards-
propagated through time to find the current sets of controls.

Let us now relax the assumption that a shock triggers the constraint to hold imme-
diately in time t. This case is in particular relevant for models that feature persistent
endogenous state variables. Take Equation (18) as the starting point and allow for a
number of periods l in the unconstrained system Ĝ until the system is at the constraint.
We can proceed in a similar manner as above to obtain

λ(l, k, st−1) =

(
ct : ΨG

kĜl

[
st−1

ct

]
= −Ψ(I −G)−1(I −Gk)q0r̄

)
. (19)

Let [xt+j |(l, k)] denote the perfect foresight solution of variable vector xt+j in period
t + j, at time t conditional on assuming spell durations of (lt, kt). Using Equation (19)
and Equation (17) augmented by Ĝl, we can express [xt+j |(lt, kt)], as a function Λ with

[xt+j |(lt, kt)] = Λj (lt, kt, st−1) =G
max{j−lt,0}Ĝmin{lt,j}

[
λ(lt, kt, st−1)

st−1

]
+ (I −G)−1

(
I −Gmax{j−lt,0}

)
q0r̄.

(20)

Note that Λ1(0, 0, st−1) is the generic solution to the unconstrained system with λ(0, 0, st−1) =
Ωst−1. This is the key equation of the algorithm. It states that for any guess on (l, k),
the expected value in any period t + j of all endogenous variables, xt+j , can be readily
obtained.

2.3 Solving for the spell durations (l, k)

Again, let us first consider the simpler case in which we assume that any shock that
causes the constraint to bind, it will cause it to bind immediately in time t (the non-
transitory case). The following proposition summarizes the conditions for (xt, st−1, k) to
be a rational expectations equilibrium:

7



Proposition 1 (non-transitory equilibrium). Assuming non-transition, a number of ex-
pected periods k∗ at the constraint is part of a rational expectations equilibrium for the
initial state st−1 iff

i)

p0Λk+1(0, k
∗, st−1) +m0Λk(0, k

∗, st−1) ≥ r̄ > p0Λk+1(0, k, st−1) +m0Λk(0, k, st−1)
(21)

for all k ∈ {0, . . . , k∗ − 1}, hence if in expectations the system is constrained for
exactly k∗ periods, and

ii)
p0Λk+1(0, k

∗, st−1) +m0Λk(0, k
∗, st−1) ≥ r̄ (22)

for all k > k∗, i.e. the system will not return to the constraint after k∗.

Proof. The proof follows from the definition of k and rt. First acknowledge that rt+j =
p0xt+j+1 +m0xt+j and hence the expected value of r in period t + j conditional on a
guess k∗ is given by

[rt+j |k∗] = p0[xt+j+1|k∗] +m0[xt+j |k∗]. (23)

Further, through (20) we have that [xt+j |k∗] = Λj(0, k
∗, st−1). For k∗ to be an

equilibrium it is required that the constraint binds for exactly k∗ periods. This would
be violated if [rt+j |k∗] > r̄ for any j < k∗. Similarly, k∗ cannot be an equilibrium if
[rt+j |k∗] < r̄ for any j > k∗. ■

Proposition 1 states that k∗ is only an equilibrium if the trajectory for assuming
k = k∗ is at the constraint for exactly k∗ periods, and any k < k∗ is not an equilibrium
because it is inconsistent (r̄ > p0[xt+k+1|k] + m0[xt+k|k] is inconsistent because rt as
implied by k must just be larger than r̄). Let us proceed to the practically relevant case
where agents may expect the constraint to remain slack for some transition time before
binding for k periods. Using Equation (20), proposition 2 summarizes the respective
equilibrium conditions.

Proposition 2 (transitory equilibrium). A pair (l∗, k∗) is part of a rational expectations
equilibrium iff

i)
p0Λj+1(l

∗, k∗, st−1) +m0Λj(l
∗, k∗, st−1) ≥ r̄ (24)

for all j < l∗ ∧ j ≥ k∗ + l∗, and

ii)
p0Λj+1(l

∗, k∗, st−1) +m0Λj(l
∗, k∗, st−1) < r̄ (25)

for all j ∈ {l∗, . . . , k∗ + l∗ − 1}.

Proof. The proof is analogue to the proof of proposition 1. Additionally, for l∗ to be
an equilibrium it is required that the constraint is slack for exactly l∗ periods, before
becoming binding in period l∗. This requires that

[rt+j |(l∗, k∗)] > r̄ ∀ 0 ≤ j < l∗ (26)
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since otherwise l∗ cannot be an equilibrium.
In other words, (l, k) are part of an equilibrium, if in expectations, the constraint

starts binding exactly in period t+ l and ends to bind exactly in period t+ l + k. ■

In simple words, proposition 2 states that for (l∗, k∗) to be an equilibrium, it must
be that neither before l∗ nor after l∗ + k∗ (the presumed exit) the economy is at the
constraint. Additionally it is required that in the period from l∗ to l∗+k∗, the constraint
is binding.

Unfortunately there is no closed form solution for (l∗, k∗) given initial conditions st−1.
A set of (l∗, k∗) that satisfies proposition 2 must be found using an iterative scheme. As
this problem requires an iterative scheme on an integer domain, a theoretical assessment
is at least difficult because most theoretical work on similar algorithms deals with real
valued functions. Given those limits, insights regarding the existence and uniqueness of
such solutions are provided by Holden (forthcoming). Note that an integer based Newton-
like method as employed by Guerrieri and Iacoviello (2015) is not efficient because it
requires the evaluation of the complete anticipated trajectory of xt and furthermore can
not draw on the nice convergence properties of the regular real-valued Newton method.
This renders their method impractical once OBC problems are not well behaved. Note
that for a given st−1, an equilibrium satisfying conditions (24) and (25) will generally be
the same as in Holden (forthcoming), if it is unique.

The crucial advantage of the formulation provided above is the closed form expression
of [rt+j |(l, k)]. Given (j, l, k) and using the function Λ in (20), the mapping [rt+j |(l, k)] :
st−1 → R is linear in st−1 and consists of a pair (z1(j, l, k), z2(j, l, k)), which is a row
vector and a scalar. To further increase efficiently when checking the conditions in
proposition 2, these pairs can be pre-processed and stored. Under the assumption that
there is only a single ZLB spell, it is sufficient to check that rt+j satisfies Proposition 2
only right before and right after a presumed system change. To cover all potentially
relevant cases from proposition 2 then only requires the coefficients in [rt+j |(l, k)] for
j ∈ {0, l− 1, l, l+ k− 1, l+ k}, leaving us to only pre-calculate a number of kmax(lmax−1)

2 5
pairs.

An optimal iterative scheme can be hand-tailored to the problem. For the purpose
of the estimation of large-scale DSGE models, in which the constraint is the zero lower
bound on nominal interest rates, Boehl et al. (forthcoming); Boehl and Lieberknecht
(2021); Boehl and Strobel (2022a) and Boehl and Strobel (2022b) use the following
iterative scheme, where LAM(j,l,k,s) represents the function Λj(l, k, st−1) and s is the
current state vector st−1:

l, k = 0, 0

for l from 0 to l_max:

if b LAM(l, l, 0, s) - r_bar < 0:

# constraint expected to bind: interrupt loop and continue by finding k

break

if l is l_max - 1:

# return that l=0, k=0 is an equilibrium since the economy is predicted

# to not touch the constraint until at least l_max

return (0, 0)

...

9

LAM(j,l,k,s)
s


Hence, if the constraint is not reached within l_max periods ahead in the future, exit and
assume that the constraint will not be binding. Otherwise (break-statement) assume
k > 0 and iterate over l and k until the equilibrium conditions in (21), (24) and (25)
are satisfied. Figure 1 continues the scheme for the case that the above evaluated that
k > 0. This scheme is very efficient for the specific problem because for more than 50%
of the data points used the ZLB is not binding and the method will already exit in the
first loop.8

...

for l from 0 to l_max:

for k from 1 to k_max:

if l > 0:

# only execute these if necessary

if b LAM(0, l, k, s) - r_bar < 0:

# constraint binding in t=0 -> violates l > 0

skip to next item in loop

if b LAM(l-1, l, k, s) - r_bar < 0:

# constraint binding in t=l-1 -> violates that is is

# supposed to start binding in l

skip to next item in loop

if b LAM(k+l, l, k, s) - r_bar < 0:

# constraint binding in t=k+l -> violates that is is supposed to

# stop binding in k+l-1

skip to next item in loop

if b LAM(l, l, k, s) - r_bar > 0:

# constraint not binding in t=l -> violates that is is supposed to

# start binding then

skip to next item in loop

if b LAM(k+l-1, l, k, s) - r_bar > 0:

# constraint not binding in t=k+l-1 -> violates that is is supposed to

# be still binding until then

skip to next item in loop

# if none of the above was true, the current guess

# of (l,k) must be an equilibrium

return (l, k)

# if the loop went though without finding an equilibrium, throw a warning

# and/or set error flag

flag = True

warn(’No equilibrium found!11’)

Figure 1: Pseudo code for an iterative loop to solve models with a ZLB.

If the loop does not exit, hence if presumably k∗ > 0, then for data points after 2008
it is predominantly the case that the ZLB already is binding. In this case l∗ = 0 and
only k∗ is to be determined. As, according to the Primary Dealer Survey, most market

8For example, Boehl et al. (forthcoming) use US data from 1998 to 2020, which contains the ZLB
period from 2008Q4 to 2015Q4.

10

l_max
break


participants expected the ZLB to be binding for about eight quarters, the procedure will
on average need 8 guesses until an equilibrium is found. If at all, l∗ will only be positive
in 2008Q3 when the economy is not yet at the ZLB, but the shocks originating from the
Subprime Mortgage Crisis have triggered the ZLB to be expected to bind in the very
near future.

While the above procedure is set-up to work most efficiently in the context of estimat-
ing DSGE models with the ZLB, it is generic and applicable to any sort of constraint.9

The resulting transition function is linear for the region where the constraint does not
bind and (increasingly) nonlinear when it binds. Note that this algorithm includes an
active assumption on equilibrium selection: if for a st−1 several sets of (l∗, k∗) exist that
satisfy proposition 2, then implicitly, the set with the lowest l∗ is chosen.

3 Benchmarking Compuation Speed

Speed is the key aspect of the design of the algorithm introduced in the previous
section. This section presents benchmarks. For this purpose I consider the medium-
scale model of Smets and Wouters (2007) and the Heterogeneous Agent New Keynesian
(HANK) model of Bayer et al. (2020), both extended by the lower bound on the nominal
interest rate as an occasionally binding constraint. The parameter values in use are doc-
umented in Appendix B. The parameter values for the medium scale model is obtained
from estimating the model to US data from 1998 to 2020 using the presented method
together with the nonlinear filtering methodology of Boehl and Strobel (2022a). In the
data, the ZLB binds from 2008 to 2015.10 The HANK model is estimated to US data
from 1954 to 2019, but without explicitly accounting for an endogenously binding ZLB
during the estimation.11 While the first example is chosen because it is the workhouse
model of modern monetary economics which is widely used by central banks around the
world, the second model is chosen because of its high dimensionality with a total of 993
endogenous variables.

I benchmark Pydsge against OccBin (c.f. Guerrieri and Iacoviello, 2015) which is
implemented in Dynare (see Adjemian et al., 2011) and used frequently in applied work.
I use the implementation from Cuba-Borda et al. (2019) which goes beyond the current
standard implementation in Dynare. In particular, by caching intermediate results it
avoids solving the model repeatedly, and processing the system matrices for every new
initial condition. Notably, these steps together were accountable for about 98% of the
computation time of the original implementation of Guerrieri and Iacoviello (2015).12

Benchmarking against the implementation of Cuba-Borda et al. (2019) hence biases the
comparison of the two methods favorably for OccBin. For the benchmarks of OccBin,

9Note that the ordering of checks in Figure 1 is chosen such that the number of checks before exiting
is minimized.

10The inclusion of the ZLB in the estimation procedure, apart from its obvious appeal for economic
analysis, has the further advantage that regions of the parameter space in which ZLB solutions are
irregular are not included in the posterior distribution as they necessarily exhibit a lower likelihood.

11The system matrices were kindly provided by the authors.
12When, instead, benchmarking against the original implementation, the method presented here even

performs more than 10,000 times faster.
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Pydsge Occbin

mean std % of draws mean std % of draws

k = 0 6.03e-06 2.55e-04 71.19% 4.29e-03 8.52e-04 71.19%
k ∈ (1, 5) 6.83e-06 5.92e-06 9.76% 8.28e-03 1.80e-03 9.76%
k ∈ (6, 10) 6.40e-06 3.66e-06 10.35% 1.16e-02 2.90e-03 10.35%
k ∈ (11, 15) 5.82e-06 1.60e-06 7.45% 1.42e-02 2.90e-03 7.45%
k ∈ (16, 20) 5.90e-06 8.55e-07 1.25% 1.66e-02 3.37e-03 1.25%
k > 20 6.57e-06 3.06e-07 0.01% 1.79e-02 2.83e-03 0.01%
l > 0|k > 0 1.55e-05 8.36e-06 2.96% 1.08e-02 3.33e-03 2.96%
No solution found – – 0.00% 2.40e-01 3.27e-01 0.00%

Total 6.13e-06 2.15e-04 100.00% 6.33e-03 4.09e-03 100.00%

Table 1: Speed benchmark of Pydsge and OccBin for the medium-scale model of (Boehl and Strobel,
2020) (57 variables).
Note: The table shows the execution times per state vector in seconds. “No solution found” collects
draws for which no solution was found (two draws in total for OccBin). “Preprocessing” times include
the time spend for solving the linear model using Klein (2000) and preprocessing all system matrices.
Preprocessing is not benchmarked for OccBin.

Matlab version R2019a is used with Dynare 4.6.3.13 I do not benchmark the HANK
model as the Dynare preprocessor is incapable of handling matrices of this size.

For each exercise I draw 100,000 state vectors from a multivariate normal distribution
with zero mean and covariance τΣ, where Σ is the ergodic distribution of states as implied
by the linear model, and τ ≥ 1 is a scalar. For the model of Smets and Wouters (2007)
I set τ = 5 to inflate the covariance such that a notable number of draws with l > 0
or k > 20 are generated.14 For the same reason, τ is set equal 2 for HANK. Each
sample is passed trough the nonlinear transition function and grouped according to its
calculated ZLB duration. I set l_max=8 and k_max=30, which is enough to ensure that
for all samples a valid equilibrium is found.15 If within this range no ZLB equilibrium is
found, the sample counts as “No solution found”. Note that there are many reasons why
an equilibrium may not be found. Apart from the actual non-existence an equilibrium,
potential reasons may be, e.g., that the ZLB may bind more than once in expectations,
or the reversals documented by Carlstrom et al. (2015). For OccBin, nperiods is also set
to 30. Although this causes a very small number of samples to not converge, it decreases
computation time again favorably for Occbin.16

For the method presented in Section 2, the overall computation times are 178,249
draws per second (0.561 seconds for 100,000 draws in total) for the model of Smets and

13Comparing a Python package with a Matlab package involves the problem that, given equivalently
efficient implementation, Python packages are likely to perform better due to the superiority of the lan-
guage design. This alone, however, is not sufficient to explain the significant speed advantage documented
here.

14For τ = 1 the ZLB will never bind longer than 15 periods in expectations.
15Under empirically relevant calibrations, shocks for which the number of expected periods until the

ZLB binds is larger than 3 are extremely rare. Even reverse engineering such a calibration is challenging
because l > 3 implies extremely slow and persistent endogenous transmission of shocks.

16Only for 2 of all 100 draws no solution is found. This number can be squeezed down to zero by
setting nperiods to 100.
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mean std % of samples

k = 0 2.010e-04 3.638e-05 66.89%
k ∈ (1, 5) 2.611e-04 2.160e-05 4.50%
k ∈ (6, 10) 2.638e-04 2.592e-05 1.24%
k ∈ (11, 15) 2.731e-04 1.842e-05 0.25%
k ∈ (16, 20) 2.557e-04 2.544e-05 8.41%
k > 20 2.712e-04 2.182e-05 2.60%
l > 0|k > 0 2.887e-04 3.961e-05 0.01%
No solution found 3.090e-04 3.989e-05 16.12%

Total 2.285e-04 5.448e-05 100.00%

Preprocessing times (once per parameter draw):

Solving linear model 6.123 0.204
Preprocessing OBC 44.354 0.711

Table 2: Speed benchmark of the method from Section 2 for the HANK model of (Bayer et al., 2020)
with 993 variables.
Note: The table shows the execution times per state vector in seconds. “No solution found” collects
draws for which no solution was found for a maximum of l_max and k_max periods ahead.

Wouters (2007) and 4,376 draws per second (22.63 seconds for 100,000 draws in total)
for the HANK model. OccBin performed 157.97 draws per second for the medium-scale
model, corresponding to a computation time of 10 minutes 55 seconds for 100,000 draws.

The left column of Table 1 presents the results of the benchmarking exercise for the
medium scale model using Pydsge. In about 70% of the samples the ZLB is not binding.
For these cases the calculation takes the least time because the algorithm only has to
ensure that the ZLB is not binding within the first l_max periods. Calculation time
increases with expected ZLB durations, which was expected given that more guesses are
needed. The incremental increase in computation time for higher k∗ is, however, rather
marginal. The left column of the table shows speed benchmarks for OccBin. The exercise
suggests that Pydsge performs between 1000 times (k = 0) and more than 2500 times
(k > 20) faster than OccBin. Note that the percentages of draws in each bin is equal for
both methods. This confirms that, conditional on uniqueness, indeed both methods find
the same solution. Further, while for Pydsge a draw with an higher k∗ does not seem
to bear significantly higher computational costs, computation times for OccBin increase
notably with k∗. However, the Newton-like method of Occbin seems to require relatively
less time to find solutions for draws with l > 0, while such draws are relatively more
expensive for Pydsge.

Table 2 finally presents benchmarking results for the HANK model. Compared with
Table 1, this documents that the increase in the number of variables reflects less than
one-to-one in calculation times. Recall that the first phase of the algorithm – finding
(l∗, k∗) – only requires dot multiplications. In vectorized code such calculations generally
scale disproportionate relative to the size of the vectors due to the relative reduction of
computational fixed costs. The actual execution of λ(l∗, k∗) and ν(l∗, k∗),17 ignoring the

17See Appendix A.
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additive component, has a maximal complexity of O(n3) and is likely to be faster. Since
not negligible for the HANK model, the times spent on the linear solution and spend on
preprocessing are given for completeness.

The HANK model exhibits a more complicated structure than the medium scale
model, which reflects in a row of findings. Similar as the medium scale model, HANK
features a large number of draws where the ZLB does not bind at all. Differently how-
ever, HANK does not feature many draws with durations of intermediary lenghts of say,
between one and 15 periods. These only count for 5% of all draws while, in contrast,
more than 8% of all draws cause the ZLB to bind for more than 15 periods. Further,
while for the medium-scale model, Pydsge finds a solution for all draws, in HANK for
slightly more than 16% of draws no solution is found. This finding is independent of the
maximum durations l_max and k_max.18 As stated above, this may have several causes,
e.g. that the model runs into indeterminancy issues for these draws. By construction,
Pydsge is not well suited to study the reasons behind this finding and the method of
Holden (forthcoming) is potentially better equipped to examine the dynamics of these
draws in detail.19

4 Conclusion

This paper presents a fast and efficient solution method for piecewise-linear macroe-
conomic models with occasionally binding constraints. The method is implemented in
the freely available Pydsge package. I transform the linearized equilibrium conditions
into an extended reduced-form system that depends only on the initial states and the
expected number of periods at the constraint. This allows for a very efficient compu-
tation of the solution via guess-and-verify loops. Speed benchmarks confirm extremely
fast computation times even for large-scale models with heterogeneous agents and al-
most 1000 variables. I document that the method performs more than 1500 times faster
than OccBin (Guerrieri and Iacoviello, 2015), its closest competitor. The work in Boehl
et al. (forthcoming) and Boehl and Strobel (2022a,b) confirms that the proposed method,
when combined with a nonlinear filter for likelihood inference, enables the estimation of
large-scale dynamic models while fully accounting for an endogenously binding zero lower
bound on nominal interest rates during the estimation procedure.
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Appendix A Preprocessing and the case of singular P or P̂

In this appendix relax the assumption that P and P̂ are invertible. Use the QL
decomposition on M = QL and on M̂ = Q̂L̂. Let nc be the number of control variables.
Premultiplication of (10) by Q (Q̂, respectively), and premultiplication of the nc lower
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rows by the inverse of the lower-right nc × nc submatrix of L (or L̂) leads to:20[
P̂11 P̂12

P̂21 P̂22

] [
st
ct+1

]
=

[
M̂11 0

M̂21 I

] [
st−1

ct

]
∀ p0xt+1 +m0xt − r̄ ≥ 0, (A.1)[

P11 P12

P21 P22

] [
st
ct+1

]
=

[
M11 0
M21 I

] [
st−1

ct

]
+

[
h0,s
h0,c

]
r̄ ∀ p0xt+1 +m0xt − r̄ < 0. (A.2)

Additionally to the function λ introduced in Equation (14), define a function ν by

st = ν(l, k, st−1), (A.3)

and note that

Λ0(l, k, st−1) =

[
ν(l, k, st−1)
λ(l, k, st−1)

]
. (A.4)

Again, both functions are linear in st−1 given (l, k) and take the form

λ(l, k, st−1) = λ̃(l, k)st−1 + λ̄(l, k)r̄, (A.5)

ν(l, k, st−1) = ν̃(l, k)st−1 + ν̄(l, k)r̄, (A.6)

where λ̃(0, 0) and ν̃(0, 0) are found using any solution routine for linear systems, and

λ̄(0, 0) = ν̄(0, 0) =
−→
0 .

For k > 0 we can then express these functions recursively as

ν(l, k, st−1) =


(
P11 + P12λ̃(l − 1, k)

)−1 (
N11st−1 − P12λ̄(l − 1, k)

)
if l > 0,(

P̂11 + P̂12λ̃(0, k − 1)
)−1 (

N̂11st−1 + h0,s − P̂12λ̄(0, k − 1)
)

if l = 0,

(A.7)

λ(l, k, st−1) =


(
P21 + P22λ̃(l − 1, k)

)
ν(l, k, st−1)−M21st−1 + P22λ̄(l − 1, k) if l > 0,(

P̂21 + P̂22λ̃(0, k − 1)
)
ν(l, k, st−1)− M̂21st−1 + P̂22λ̄(0, k − 1)− h0,c if l = 0.

(A.8)

As these expressions involve an inversion of a matrix of the same dimensionality
of the state space, it is efficient to preprocess all functions within a reasonable range
l_max and k_max and store the result for later use. In the same run, p0[xj+1|(l, k)] +
m0xj |(l, k) = p0Λj+1(l, k, st−1) +m0Λj+1(l, k, st−1) can be pre-processed and stored for
efficient checking of the conditions in proposition 2. This is a (1 × n) vector and a
scalar for each combination of (l, k, s) under consideration. Checking each condition in
proposition 2 then only requires a dot-vector multiplication and a scalar addition.

20The fact that the lower-right submatrices of L and L̂ are nonsingular follows simply from the fact
that controls are defined on their future values.
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Appendix B Parameter values for the models

The medium scale model is presented in detail in Boehl and Strobel (2022a). Table B.3
presents the mode of the estimation, which is used for the benchmarking exercise in the
main body. The notation in use is exactly the same as in Boehl and Strobel (2022a).
For reference, the parameters presented are obtained from estimating the model to US
data ranging from 1998 to 2019. This is a much shorter sample as in Boehl and Strobel
(2022a), that zooms in on the ZLB episode from 2009 to 2015. Additionally I use a
slightly different data treatment.

The HANK model is put forward in Bayer et al. (2020). Table B.4 presents the
parameter values used for the benchmarking exercise in the main body. The values are
are the mode of the estimation provided from their current version on Github. For further
details, see their original paper.
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Parameter Value

σc preferences: intertemporal substitution 0.916
σl preferences: labor 2.627
βtpr preferences: discount factor 0.109
h preferences: habit formation 0.842
S′′ capital adjustment costs 4.851
ιp price inertia 0.149
ιw wage inertia 0.385
α capital share 0.185
ζp Calvo parameter: prices 0.779
ζw Calvo parameter: wages 0.752
Φp production fixed costs 1.459
ψ capital utilization adjustment costs 0.796
ϕπ monetary policy: inflation 1.306
ϕy monetary policy: output gap 0.240
ϕdy monetary policy: output gap growth 0.155
ρ monetary policy: smoothing 0.793

ρg persistence: government spending 0.838
ρu persistence: risk premium 0.855
ρz persistence: technology 0.995
ρr persistence: monetary policy shocks 0.863
ρp persistence: price markups 0.845
ρw persistence: wage markups 0.226
ρi persistence: investment efficiency 0.635
µp moving average: price markups 0.723
µw moving average: wage markups 0.448
ρgz correlation gov. spending and technology 0.647
σg standard deviation: government spending 0.171
σu standard deviation: risk premium 0.677
σz standard deviation: technology 0.360
σr standard deviation: monetary policy 0.080
σp standard deviation: price markups 0.101
σw standard deviation: wage markups 0.610
σi standard deviation: investment efficiency 0.487

γ trend growth rate 0.293

l steady state labor 0.849
π steady state inflation 0.605

Table B.3: Parameters for the medium scale model.
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Parameter Value

δs depreciation rate increase 0.702
ϕ capital adjustment costs 0.263
κ price adjustment costs 0.139
κw Wage adjustment costs 0.115

θπ monetary policy: inflation 2.590
θy monetary policy: output 0.241
γB reaction of deficit to debt 0.017
γπ reaction of deficit to inflation -0.221
γY reaction of deficit to output -0.234
ρτ persistence: tax level 0.961
γBτ reaction of tax level to debt 0.187
γY τ reaction of tax level to output 0.143

ρA persistence: bond-spread shock 0.968
ρZ persistence: technology 0.999
ρΨ persistence: investment 0.919
ρµ persistence: price markup 0.867
ρµw persistence: wage markup 0.923
ρs persistence: idiosyncratic income risk 0.748
ρD persistence: structural deficit 0.935
ρP persistence: tax progressivity rule 0.969
ρR monetary policy: smoothing 0.716
σA standard deviation: bond-spread shock 0.001
σZ standard deviation: technology 0.006
σΨ standard deviation: investment 0.030
σµ standard deviation: price markup 0.017
σµw standard deviation: wage markup 0.059
σs standard deviation: idiosyncratic income risk 0.734
σD standard deviation: structural deficit 0.004
σP standard deviation: tax progressivity rule 0.0347
σR standard deviation: monetary policy 0.003

Table B.4: Parameters for the HANK model.
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